
The Rarf'fllo nolbl-R.r"nr Trends in yagi-uda Desisn
By Rick Hiller -- W5RH

Have a look at the last few months of QST and you will see something new, antenna wise. Hy-Gain (an MFJ company) is
tooting the horn about Low Noise Yagi-Uda parasitic mode antennas "re-designed" by Justin Johnson, GOKSC. o
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(pictures courtesy of the MFJ ZOt Z Citatog;

Justin's antennas come in 3 main flavors -- the LFA, OWL andOP-DES.
LFA - Loop Fed Array -- using a horizontal loop for feeding and driving the array
OWL - Optimized Wide-band Low-lmpedance - Maximizing the useable (low SWR) bandwidth
OP-DES - Opposing Phase-Driven Element System -- Direct Fed, Wide bandwidth, Minimum noise

Ward Silver, NOAX, the author of the "Hands-On-Radio" column in QST, interviewed Justin in the Nov/Dec 2015 issue of NCJ --

National Contest Journal. (Note: lf you would like a PDF copy of the interview, send me an e-mail.) In this interview he talks
about these designs and how he gets to the final version and why he is even trying to generate such changes. I mean, the Yagi-
Uda is well over 80 years old...you would think we had se'en the end of any kind of improvemeit or development...but Noooo!
With the capabilities of the new EZNEC PRO/4 with the NEC 4.1 engine (bargain priced at $2,000) and the additional capability
of Primary Swarm Optimization (Google it) Justin has been able to fine tune the arrays for direct 50 ohm feeding, maximum
gain and minimum backward facing lobes (from where the noise originates). The word "Noise", used here, is defined as
"anything" that is picked up by the antenna that is not in the direction of the forward/desired gain lobe.

The nice thing about all this is that Justin, on his web site http://www.q0ksc.co.uldintro-lfa.html, provides details on the designs
so that you can build your own. He has, with the help of EZNEC Pro NEC 4.1 and PSO found that one combination of element
lengths and element spacings that gives the performance that he is seeking. Before this computing capability existed, we were
getting close to the design limits of out tools (calculators and pencils). You know the adage of "moving half way to the wall with
each step - you actually never get to the wall". The legacy tools got us close to the wall, but not actually there. With the new
tools we are getting closer to the wall, taking a few more "halfway to the wall" steps. Will we ever reach the wall? -- "The wall"
being an antenna pattern of one large gain beam toward the front of the array and zero lobes to the rear and the sides. I am not
sure we will get to that point, but the future of Yagi-Uda design still holds much promise.

For the homebrewer -- Unfoftunately, the higher HF bands, 15 thru 6 meters, are not very active these days and these are the
bands where it is easier to build Yagi-Uda arrays and test them on-air. But, give it a shot. 2 Meters is always a fun band to
work with, as the antennas even fit inside your living room. DX Engineering has a wide assonment of parts, Justin has design
info on his web site and the latest ARRL Antenna Handbook has pre-optimized arrays laid out fol each band, designed by
Justin. The WX is cooling off and the holidays are coming soon, which means a perfect combination of cooler temperatures
and a few days off.

So, pick a band and build a three-element array. Model it in EZNEC or MMANA to see how close the model can be to the
empirical version. (Don't forget to bring it to the December meeting Home Brew Night show and tell.) Have fun testing it and
using it to make many far-off contacts. Which is what Ham Radio is all about.

Enjoy your hobby. GL ES '73 DE W5RH

Next time.... Patented Antennas
The purpose of fhe l2adio llotelis to give you a oractical kickstart into emlorins the workings of antenna ststems Google the buzzwords and find qat what the!
mean. Read up on antenna slstem theom to see how it all works tosether. You wiII be glad you did.

Justin is a UK Ham that has been designing alltypes of
modified Yagi-Uda antenna arrays and selling them to the Ham
community - Innov Antennas. http://www.innovantennas.com


